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About FATA Research Centre 

FATA Research Centre (FRC) is a non-partisan, non-political and non-governmental research 

organization based in Islamabad. It is the first ever think-tank of its kind that focuses on the 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) in its entirety. The purpose of FRC is  to  help  

concerned  stake  holders better  understand  this  war-ravaged  area of  Pakistan  with 

independent, impartial and objective research and analysis. People at  FRC  think,  write,  and  

speak  to  encourage  all  segments  of  Pakistani society  and  the  government  to  join  their  

strengths for  a peaceful, tolerant,  progressive and  integrated  FATA. This FRC Quarterly 

Security Report reviews recent trends in conflict such as the number of terrorist attacks, type of 

attacks, tactics used for militancy and the resulting casualties. It gives updates and other security 

trends. The objective of this security report is to outline and categorize the forms of violent 

extremism taking place, the role of militant groups and the scale of terrorist activities. This report 

is the result of intensive monitoring and research by the FRC team.FRC also inherits certain 

limitations due to the persistence of high-intensity security zones in FATA.  The research center 

collects data through its field reports and other reliable sources present on the ground. The area 

under discussion is  security sensitive so spans of curfew,  cross  firing  and  /  or  other  

limitations  on  mobility  are common  in  different  parts  at  different  intervals.  Thus, the 

number of actual occurrences of violence may be greater than those are being quoted here, 

mainly due to under reporting. 
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Acronyms 

AI: Ansar-ul-Islam  

APA: Assistant Political Agent 

BA: Bajaur Agency  

FATA: Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

FC: Frontier Corps 
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FR: Frontier Region 
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IED: Improvised Explosive Device 
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NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
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SF: Security Forces 

SWA:  South Waziristan Agency 

TI: Tauheed-ul-Islam 
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Glossary 

Operational  Attacks:  Large-scale  operations  launched  by  military and  paramilitary  troops  

against militants in  FATA to  preserve  law and  order and   writ of the state.  This category 

includes search operations, attacks on military and military operations in the region.  

Militant Attacks:  Indiscriminate use of violence by militant outfits both locals and foreigners 

such as Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), Al-Qaeda, Uzbeks, Lashkar-e Islam (LI), Ansar-ul-

Islam(AI) and  other  Taliban  groups  including  Wana  Taliban,  Gul Bahadar  group  etc  

respectively , manifested  through  suicide  attacks,  beheadings  and  destruction  of  educational  

institutions, CD/video  shops, etc. 

Security Forces: Include the military , frontier corps, frontier constabulary , khassadar force, 

levis force  and  the  police  to  combat  militants and  militant attacks. 

Inter-tribal Clashes:  Clashes or feuds reported between tribes, mainly in FATA. 

Peace Forces: People from tribes of FATA who are battling militants and terrorists on the 

ground. Examples  include  the  AmanLashkar/Civil  Militias/Peace  Committees  often  backed  

by  the  state. 

Terrorist  Attacks:  The  category  includes  suicide  attacks,  firing,  mortar  shelling  and  

terrorist insurgent  attacks.  

Bomb Blasts: The category of bomb blasts include the explosions including IED, landmine 

blasts, roadside blasts, remote controlled bomb blasts and other explosions. 

Total Number of Casualties:  The sum of total killed and injured in FATA due to violence and 

social unrest. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Profile of FATA 

FATA  is strategically located  on  the  Pakistan-Afghanistan border, between the settled areas of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Afghanistan. FATA, both historically and traditionally,  enjoys a 

unique administrative and political status since British control over the area in 1894. In 1893, a 

demarcation line was drawn between Pakistan and Afghanistan known as the Durand Line, 

marking the boundary of British control and artificially dividing the lands held by the local tribes 

between the two domains. British colonizers controlled the agencies through an effective 

combination of Political Agents and Tribal Elders, while allowing people to practice their 

traditions with internal independence. The administrative head of each tribal agency is a Political 

Agent who wields extensive administrative as well as judicial powers.  Each agency, depending 

on its size, has about two to three assistant political agents, about three to four Tehsildars, four to 

nine NaibTehsildars and requisite supporting staff. Pakistan inherited this system and it 

continues with a few minor changes even today. FATA is characterized by a very strong tribal 

structure, and a very diverse, ethnic cultural heritage.  There are 26 main tribes with 

approximately 32 sub tribes in FATA. The population of FATA is estimated to be 4.45 million 

with an average growth rate of 3.76 percent and an average household size of 12.2 since 1998. 

Administratively, the Governor of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) is the chief executive for FATA 

as an agent of the President of Pakistan. There are three administrative set-ups, namely, the 

Ministry of States and Frontier Regions (SAFRON), the FATA Secretariat, and FATA 

Development Authority (FDA) which supports and runs FATA under the direction of the 

Governor KPK.  FATA is governed through the Frontier Crimes Regulation Act (FCR) of 1901, 

amended in 2011. 

Bajaur Agency: Bajaur is the smallest of tribal agency, situated on the extreme north of 

FATA. It is considered to be the most vulnerable region for cross-border attacks from 

Afghanistan. It shares a 52 km of border with Afghanistan’s troubled province of Kunar which is 

known for extensive militants’ activities in Afghanistan.  The current roots of  militancy in 

Bajaur could be traced back to the religious activities of Maulana Sufi Muhammad1, a former 

member of Jamaat-e-Islami (JI), and current head of the Tehrik-e-Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Muhammadi 

or TNSM (Urdu for Movement for Enforcement of Muhammad’s Sharia) (Rahmanullah, April 

2010). The TNSM took brief part in the initial fight against anti-Taliban Afghan forces and US 

troops who overthrew the Taliban regime in November 2001. Later, the TNSM under Mullah 

Fazlullah, son-in-law of Sufi Muhammad, resorted to armed uprising against the Pakistani 

government in July 2007 when the later conducted a military operation, Operation Silence, 

against the Lal Masjid (Urdu for Red Mosque)to stop its Islamist vigilante activities in 

Islamabad. A series of military operations, starting with Operation Rah—e-Haq in November 

2007, successfully suppressed the Taliban in the Agency. However, Pakistan continues to deploy 

army troops to ensure that the Taliban does not stage a comeback. Reports of Taliban’s presence 

in the area are confirmed through various targeted operations conducted both by the government 

as well as the assassination drive by the Taliban of their opponents.However, most of the 

militants have shifted to the neighboring Afghanistan after the military operation in the agency.  

Mohmand Agency: The Mohmand Agency (MA) shares a border with the Bajaur Agency 

in the North, Khyber Agency in the South, Malakand and Charsadda districts in the East and 

Peshawar District in the Southeast. According to the 1998 population census, the Agency bosted 

                                                             
1 Sufi Muhammad Head of Tehrik-i-Nifaz-i-Shariat-i-Muhammadi (TNSM) in Swat Valley which has been noticed in 
Bajaur Agency and in Mohmand Agency. 
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a population of 334,453 with a population density of 171 person’ssq/km. Ghalanai is the 

Agency’s headquarters. Indigenous Taliban emerged as a major social force in the agency in July 

2007 in the aftermath of the Lal Masjid Operation when they seized a revered holy shrine, Haji 

Sahib Turangzai Shrine, and declared it Lal Masjid. Soon afterwards, armed Taliban militants 

began to patrol the area and enforced strict Islamic codes upon its inhabitants. The nature of 

militancy is clearly anti-government in Mohmand, where anti-government sentiments increased 

soon after 2007 Lal Masjid (Raza Khan, April 2010). Besides local militant activities, non-local 

and foreign militant groups also affected peace in the region. To counter the Talibanisation of the 

Agency, Pakistani security forces haveoperated at various levels including involvement of the 

local people in the shape of forming Amn Lashkars (Urdu for civil militia) against militants. 

Moreover military operations of 2011 and 2012 helped in clearing most area of the Mohmand 

Agency from the Taliban militants thathas significantly helped in bringing back normalcy to the 

area.  However, Taliban continue to pose considerable threat and continue to conduct anti-state 

activities in the area. The most active Taliban group in the Agency is the Jamaat-Ul-Ihrar [a 

splinter group of TTP]. 

Khyber Agency: The Khyber Agency borders Afghanistan to the West, Orakzai Agency to 

the south, Kurram Agency to south west and Peshawar to the east. The agency is 

administratively divided, into three units—Bara, Jamrud and LandiKotal. Its population of about 

546730 is divided into four main tribes in which Afridi tribe is the largest one. The other three 

tribes are Shinwari, Mulla Gori and Shilmani. The agency has multifacetedmilitancy: sectarian 

violence, Taliban groups and criminal elements, especially drug and weapon cartels thatfuel 

conflict in the area. Although the current militancy is the offspring of sectarian violencein the 

KhyberAgency between supporters of Mufti Munir Shakir, who later founded the Lashkar-e-

Islam (LI), and Pir Saif-ur-Rehman2, whose followers formed Ansarul Islam (AI). Lashkar-e-

Islam is currently headed by Mangal Bagh. The Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) also 

maintainedsignificance presence in the Agency. The nature of conflict is quite different in 

Khyber Agency where even counter-militancy3measures ironically accelerated militancy. 

Orakzai Agency: The Orakzai Agency is administratively divided into two sub-divisions; 

Upper and Lower Orakzai, with a total population of 450, 000, having population density of 250 

square km (650 sq/km). The agency comprises of atotal area of 1,538 sq/km and is bound in the 

north by Khyber Agency, in the east by FR Kohat, in the south by Kohat and Hangu districts and 

in the west by Kurram Agency. It is the only tribal agency which does not share borders with 

Afghanistan. However, the Agency has remained a hotspot of militancy since 2007.The Agency 

also hosts a significant Shia population and has witnessed sectarian violence since many 

decades.The TTP and TNSM maintain militant presencein the Agency. The Tehrik-i-Tulaba 

(Urdu for Students’ Movement) is4present in the agency and is led by Maulvi Muhammad 

Rehman, a local cleric who has contributed in militarizing the religious society of the Agency. 

According to reports and analysis sectarian conflict between Shia and Sunni Muslims exists in 

Orakzai Agency but its intensity is low compared to the bordering Kurram Agency. The Agency 

was once a safe haven for the TTP ex-chief, late Hakimullah Mehsud, who launched hundreds of 

attacks on NATO supply vehicles from the Agency. 

Kurram Agency: The Kurram Agency is bordered by Afghanistan in the north and west (the 

provinces of Ningarhar and Paktia respectively), in the east by Orakzai Agency and Khyber 

Agency, in the southeast by Hangu and North Waziristan Agency in the south. The Agency is 

115 kilometers long with a total area of 3,380 sq/km. The population, according to the 1998 

                                                             
2Mufti shakir was follower of Deobandi school of thought while PirSaif-ur-Rehman was a Baralvimuslim 
3 Counter militancy strategy involved the local people through forming Lashkars. These tribal Lashkars later on 
turned in terror and militancy. 
4 TTM executed those guilty in crimes in a large public gathering 
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census, was 448,310. Since late 1970s, the Agency is suffering from sectarian violence ever 

since the launch of Islamization drive in Pakistan by former country’s president, General Zia-ul-

Haq. The sectarian violence intensified with the introduction ofsophisticated weapons that passed 

through the Agency during the Afghan Jihad of the 1980s. Strategically the Agency is very 

important. Therefore, the Pakistani Taliban, especially those belonging to the Mehsud and Wazir 

tribes of the North and South Waziristan, as well as Afghan Taliban led by the Jalaluddin 

Haqqani faction began their activities in the Agency soon after the overthrow of the Taliban 

regime in Afghanistan in late 2001, and have been involved in anti-Shia fighting. In response, 

many local and non-local Shia militant organizations arose to fight back the Taliban.  

North Waziristan Agency: The North Waziristan Agency (NWA) on the north is bordered 

with Kurram Agency and Hangu district, on the east with Tribal areas adjoining Bannu district 

and Tribal areas adjoining Karak and Bannu districts, on the south with South Waziristan 

Agency, and on the west also with Afghanistan. It has a population of about 361246 as per 1998 

census5. NWA is famous for the Haqqani Network6, an Afghan Taliban organization based in the 

agency. There were three kinds of militant groups in the agency; the local militant group (s), 

foreign militant organizations and non-local militant groups which include the Punjabi Taliban, 

the TTP and other groups. The nature of conflict is different in NWA where a huge number of 

foreign militants7 are anti-government. Operation Zarb-e-Azbwas launched in July 2014  to 

eliminate all kind of militant groups in the agency. 

South Waziristan Agency: The South Waziristan Agency (SWA) is the largest in size of 

all the other agencies in FATA. It is bordered, on the north with North Waziristan Agency; on 

the north-east with Bannu and Lakki Marwat districts; on the east with Tribal area adjoining 

Tank, Tank district and Dera Ismail Khan Districts; on the south with Zhob District of 

Baluchistan Province and the tribal areas adjoining Dera Ismail Khan District; and on the west 

with Afghanistan. South Waziristan has a population of around 0.8 million. SWA has been home 

to three kinds of militant groups:, foreign, non-local and local militants, since the US invasion of 

Afghanistan in October 2001 when they crossed the border in search of a safe haven. The local 

militants were closely affiliated with the Afghan Taliban; when the latter were ousted from 

Afghanistan by the US. Soon, the local Taliban started organizing themselves into proper armed 

movements which later in December 2007 appeared in the shape of Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan 

(TTP), which was headed by Baitullah Mehsud8. Over a passage of time, the TTP was confined 

to only the Mehsud tribes while militants belonging to Wazir9 tribes organized under the 

leadership of Mullah Nazir10. Mullah Nazir received the support of locals, especially from the 

religious community, when evicted Uzbekmilitants belonging to the Islamic Movement of 

Uzbekistan (IMU) from Wana, Agency’s headquarters and its surroundings. Now, though, there 

is no presence of Uzbeks in Wana however there are militants present in Wana including both 

local and non-local Talibanlike thePunjabi Taliban.  

Methodology 

FRC research team collects information and data from both primary and secondary sources and 

presents its analysis and expert opinion on the security issues. 

FRC internal database, daily monitoring of more than a dozen English and Urdu newspapers, 

periodicals, magazines, monitoring and reviews of locally distributed literature in the field and 

                                                             
5 Pakistan Bureau of Statistics http://www.pbs.gov.pk/content/area-population-aadministrative-units 
6Sirajud-din Haqqani is the current head of the Haqqani Network before it was headed by his father Jalal ud din 
Haqqani, the aging former anti-Soviet insurgent leader. 
7 Foreigner militants include Afghan Taliban, Al-Qaeda, Uzbeks, Tajiks, and Chechens etc. 
8FazalUllah  is the current  head of TTP 
9Wazir and Mehsud are the two major tribes in South Waziristan along with other small tribes such as Burki, 
SulemanKhel etc. 
10Ayubi is the current head of Nazir’s group in Wana 

http://www.pbs.gov.pk/content/area-population-aadministrative-units
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data collected from political administrations in FATA contributes to compilation of this work. 

Additionally an up-to-date archive system at FRC headquarters is consulted for authenticity and 

reference to important events and incidents. FRC correspondents based in seven agencies of 

FATA provide information and collect data after verifying it with relevant government officials 

and local people.  
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Chapter 2 

Security Overview Fourth Quarter 2015 

The Fourth Quarter, from October to December of 2015 marked a significant decline in terrorism 

related incidents in the tribal areas of FATA.  The following table gives a comprehensive 

account of the violent incidents. The table highlights the nature of attacks, their intensity, type of 

casualties and relevant players in different areas of FATA. 

Security Overview Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incident 
BA MOH KHY  ORA KU NWA SWA Total 

K I K I K  I K I K  I K I K I K I 

Target killings 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 

Terrorist 

Attacks 

on 

Civilians 
4     2 0 0 2 0 0 26 70 0 0 0 0 28 72 

on 

Military 
6 0 2 2 4 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 7 0 10 10 

on Peace 

Lashkar 
6 3 4 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 

Cross 

Border 

Attacks 

Shelling 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Guerilla 

Activities 
2 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 

Kidnappings 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 

Clashes Between 

Militant Groups 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 

Military 

Operatio

n 

Search 

Operation 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7 0 

Aerial 

Strikes 
7 0   0 0 77 20 0 0 0 0 62 0 0 0 139 20 

Artillery 

Shelling 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Drones Attacks 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 44 5 7 11 4 78 24 0 4 35 71 62 0 14 0 205 110 

According to the above table amid the intensive military operations, Zarb-e-Azb, in the North 

Waziristan and Khyber 1&2 in the Khyber Agency against local and foreign militants, IED blast, 

suicide attacks, target killing, cross border attacks, clashes between militants groups and militant 

ambush on security forces remained a common trend of militancy in the year 2015. In total, 44 

militancy and counter militancy incidents were recorded from all the seven agencies of FATA in 

the fourth quarter of the year 2015. However, militant violence declined by 35 % in the outgoing 

quarter from October to December of the Year 2015 compared to that of 3rd quarter, from July to 

September of the same Year. Out of the total incidents 2 were target killing; 4 incidents were 

militant attacks on civilians, 6 incidents were militants ambush on military and 6 incidents were 

militant attack on member peace committee. A total of 5 cross-border attacks were carried out by 

militants belonging to the Tehreek-e-Taliban and ISIS, who are stationed in the Afghan border 

areas. Similarly, 2 incidents of kidnapping for ransom were recorded from different areas of 

FATA. 

To counter the escalating militant activities in FATA, intensive hardcore counter terrorism 

measures i.e. aerial strikes, ground operations, search operations etc., and were undertook by 

Pakistani security forces during the year 2015. A total 19 counter terrorism incidents including 

12 search operations and 7 aerial strikes and were recorded in the final quarter of the year 2015.  
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Casualties Type Fourth Quarter 2015 

Type 
BA MA KHA OA Ku A NWA SWA Total 

K I K I K I K I K I K I K I K I 

Militants 0 0 5 0 77 20 0 0 0 0 62 0 7 0 151 20 

Civilians 0 1 2 0   2 0 0 35 71   0 0 0 37 74 

Security Forces 0 2 2 4 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 7 0 10 10 

Peace forces/ Aman 

Lashkar 
5 4 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 

 Total 5 7 11 4 78 24 0 4 35 71 62 0 14 0 205 110 

 

As a consequence of escalating militant activities and employment of intensive hardcore 

approaches [Military operations Zarb-e-Azb and Khyber 1&2] 315 casualties; 205 killings and 

110 injuries were reported across the seven agencies of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

(FATA) of Pakistan.  

The table above illustrates that out of the total casualties, 171 were militants accounting for 

almost 54 % of the total casualties in year 2015. The high number of militant casualties in the 

final quarter of the year 2015 is a manifestation of the effectiveness of intensive aerial strikes and 

ground offense carried against militant in North and Khyber Agencies along with surgical and 

targeted strikes and proactive search operations carried out against militants operational in the 

five agencies of FATA.  

Agency wise, Kurram and Khyber Agencies, remained the most turbulent agencies of FATA in 

the outgoing quarter of 2015. Most number of casualties, i.e., 106; 35 killings and 71 injuries 

took place in Kurram Agency while Khyber Agency remained second with 102 causalities; 78 

killings and 24 injuries. North and South Waziristan Agency also a witnessed a disturbed phase 

with high number of causalities; 62 killing and 0 injuries in North Waziristan Agency and 14 

killings and 0 injuries in South Waziristan Agency. 

However, compared to the other agencies of FATA, Orakzai Agency, despite few IED attacks 

witnessed a peaceful epoch with least number of causalities, 0 Killings and 4 injuries; followed 

by Bajaur Agency, 5 killings and 7 injurie, and Mohamand Agency with 11 killings and 4 

injuries, around 4.4 % of the total casualties in the year 2015. 
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Chapter 3 

Agencies Wise Security Overview Fourth Quarter 2015 

 

Bajaur Agency 

The security situation in Bajaur agency remained perturbed during the last quarter from October 

to December of 2015. The table below illustrate that a total of 12 militancy and counter militancy 

incidents were recorded in the Agency, out of which 4 were IED attacks; 2 were cross border 

attacks from Afghanistan; 2 were target killing incidents; 1was militants ambushed on military 

check post and 3 were search operations carried out against militant outfits operational in the 

agency. 

  

Security Situation in Bajaur Agency 

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents Killings Injuries 

Target killings 2 2 1 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 0 0 0 

on Military  1 0 2 

on Peace Lashkar 4 3 4 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shelling 1 0 0 

Guerilla Activities 1 0 0 

Kidnappings  0 0 0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups  0 0 0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 3  0 0 

Aerial Strikes 0 0 0 

Artillery Shelling 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 

Drones Attacks  0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 

TOTAL 13 5 7 

A total of 12causalities, were recorded in 18 different nature of terrorist attacks across the 

agency. Out of the total causalities 5 people were reported killed while 7 others received serious 

injuries. Member of the peace committees remained the main target of militants during the 

outgoing quarter. Fivemember of peace committee were killed while 2 personal of security 

forces, one member of peace committee and a civilian were critically wounded in 10 militancy 

related incidents. 

Casualty Types Bajaur Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  0 0 

Civilians  0 1 

Security Forces  0 2 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar 5 4 

Total 5 7 

Total Casualties   12 

 

In the outgoing quarter, the most vulnerable areas to militant attacks included Nawa pass in 

Nawagai tehsil, Mano Dheri in Utamazai tehsil andGulo Shah Village, Gilay village and Ghakhi 

pass in Mamond tehsil of the Agency. 

Militants belonging to TTP andJamat ul Ahrar, most of the time used Improvised Explosive 

Device [IED] as the most affective tactics to pursue militant activities in the agency. On 6 

occasions through IED attacks, militants targeted security forces, peace committee members and 
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ordinary civilians in Nawa pass in Nawagai tehsil and Gulo Shah and Gilay village in Mamond 

tehsil of the Agency. 

Likewise, in two separate incidents of target killing, unidentified persons shot dead two member 

of peace committee in Mamond tehsil and injured ANP leader Dr Zar Wali in Mano Dheri 

village in Utmanzai tehsil 

Cross border attacks have been one of the effective tactics militants based in Kunar province of 

Afghanistan have been employing  against security forces and civilians and compared to the 

previous quarter there was a surgein cross border attacks during the fourth quarter, from October 

to December 2015.Two cross border attacks were carried out in Ghaki pass in Momand tehsil 

and Nawa pass in Nawagai tehsil of the agency. 

Majority of the militancy incidents in the outgoing quarter were carried out by militant belonging 

to Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and Jamat-ul-Ahrar, a splinter group of TTP, however, according 

to FRC sources, Islamic State [IS] or Daesh is also making grounds in the agency particularly 

thebordering areas adjacent to the Kunar province of Afghanistan. Militants’ belonging to 

Islamic State [IS] although didn’t claimed any responsibility during out going quarter of 2015 

however in September 2015, carried out an IED blast in Arang area of Utmankhel subdivision, 

considered as the most peaceful area in Bajaur agency, where 2 tribal elders including to 3 

civilians were killed. Islamic State [IS] militants also target Adil post of security forces in 

Dhamadola area of Mamomd tehsil.  

In pretext of escalating militant activities in the area, the local administration and security forces 

have taken certain security measures to ensure peace and security in the agency. As a part of 

counter terrorism strategy, search operations are being conducted in different areas of the agency 

against suspected hideouts of militants and their facilitators on regular basis. In total 3 search 

operations were conducted during the outgoing quarter.The political administration in November 

2015 demolished houses of three militants in Momand tehsil of the agency. 

Mohmand Agency 

The outgoing quarter of 2015 in Mohmand agency was relatively peaceful although militancy 

incidents did occurred in various area of the agency. A Total of 6 terrorist incidents were 

recorded in the agency that included 4 bomb blasts, one incident of cross border attack on 

security check post from Afghanistan while on one occasion security forces carried out search 

operation against militants. 

  

Security Situation in Mohmand Agency 

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents Killings Injuries 

Target killings 0 0 0 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 1 2 0 

on Military  2 2 4 

on Peace Lashkar 1 2 0 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shelling  0 0 

Guerilla Activities 1 5 0 

Kidnappings  0 0 0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups  0 0 0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 1 0 0 

Aerial Strikes 0 0 0 

Artillery Shelling 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 

Drones Attacks  0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 

TOTAL 6 11 4 
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The table below illustrate that these incidents resulted in 15 casualties; 11 killed and 4 injured. 

Of those killed, reportedly, 5 were militants; 2 were member of peace forces; 2 civiliansand 2 

were security forces.  2 security forces were also injured during the outgoing quarter of 2015. 

Casualty Types Mohmand Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  5 0 

Civilians   2 0 

Security Forces  2 2 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar 2 0 

Total 11 4 

Total Casualties   15 

 

The most disturb area of the agency during the outgoing quarter of 2015 included Gulono area of 

Safi tehsil, Sanger Kawar area of Ambar tehsil and Baizai Tehsil of the agency. 

The most preferred mode of attack by militants remained the use of IEDs and bomb blast from 

October to December of 2015. On 5 occasions, militants employed IED tactics to attack security 

forces and member of peace forces in Baizai tehsil and Sanger Kawar area of the agency.  

Cross border attacks is another tactic that militants based in the bordering province of 

Afghanistanrelied on to target Pakistani security forces deployed in the Durand line in the 

agency. During the outgoing quarter 4 militants were killed while a personal of security forces 

lost his life in fierce clash when dozens of militants ambushed the Al-Ghazi Post in Shekh Baba 

Gulono area in Safi tehsil of the agency. 

Non –state actors, Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and Jamat ul Ahrar were reported to be active in 

the agency during the outgoing quarter. 

To counter the menace of militancy in the agency, security forces have been employing both 

hard core and soft core approaches. Search operations are the conducted in the agency on regular 

against militants of Tehreek-e-taliban Pakistan and Jamt-ul-Ahrar. For instance, during the 

outgoing quarter, security forces and civil militia during search operations in Mian Bandi Bazar 

in Haleemzai tehsil and Safi tehsil foiled a terrorist bid by defusing three improvised explosive 

device planted by unknown militants.  

A part from hardcore approaches, the government authorities are also working for ameliorating 

the state of public life in the agency. For instance, the governor launched R.s 1.25 billion worth 

interest free loan scheme for tribal as part of soft-core policy of to ensure peace and prosperity in 

the agency.Likewise, on several occasions Qaumi Jargas were held to discuss issues challenges 

and prospects for bringing FATA into national mainstreaming through reforms under the 

proposed 22nd constitutional amendment. 
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Khyber Agency 

The security situation in Khyber agency remained disturb during the current quarter, however, 

compared to the previous quarter there was decline in militancy incidents in the agency. A total 

of 5militancy related incidents were recorded during the outgoing quarter of 2015; 4 were IED 

[improvised Explosive Devise] attacks and 1 incident was militants ambush on levies forces. 

Four counter militancy raids [Air Strikes] were reported, and on 6 occasionssecurity forces 

conducted search operations against militants. 

  

Security Situation in Khyber Agency 

  

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents  Killings Injuries  

Target killings  0 0  0  

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 2 0  2 

on Military  2 1  0 

on Peace Lashkar 1  0 2 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shellings  0  0  0 

Guerilla Activities  0  0  0 

Kidnappings   0  0  0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups   0  0  0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 6  0  0 

Aerial Strikes 4 77 20 

Artillery Shellings  0  0  0 

Curfews  0  0  0 

Drone Attacks   0  0  0 

Lashkar Operations 0   0 0  

TOTAL 15 78 24 

 

The table below illustrates that 102 casualties; 78 killed and 24 injured were reported during the 

outgoing quarter from October to December 2015. Of those killed 77 were militants and 1 was 

personal of security forces while 2 member of peace forces, 2 civilians and 20 militants were 

injured in militancy and counter militancy activities. 

Casualty Types Khyber Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  77 20 

Civilians   0 2 

Security Forces  1  0 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar  0 2 

Total 78 24 

Total Casualties  102 

 

Although the military operation Khyber II launched on March 2015, to regain the fierce Tirah 

terrain consisting of deep valleys and high mountains was formally wrapped upon June 15, 2015, 

however precise air strikes were carried out against militants hiding in pockets in Kachkol, 

Rajgal, Kandu Gaibi and Keraba areas in Tirah Valley near the Afghan border.77 suspected 

militants were killed in the four aerial strikes carried out in during the outgoing quarter. 

According to military sources, during Khyber II, government writ was restored in 95 % of the 

agency has been cleared of militants while precise and targeted aerial strikes and search 

operations will be carried out to clear the remaining 5% of the Tirah valley. 
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The intensive military offense in the agency has largely dismantled the militant networks 

operating in the agency for decades. According to FRC sources, to avoid the consequence of 

military operation, Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, Jamat-ul-Ahrar and militants of Lashkar-e-Islam 

along have now fled to Naziyan province of Afghanistan where these militants have now teamed 

up with the Islamic State or Daesh [IS] to take on the Afghan Taliban. The Pakistani militants 

who have fled to Afghanistan were not only welcomed in Afghanistan but Afghan government is 

helping them in regrouping and re-establishing their networks, which may trigger a massive 

wave of terrorist attacks in Pakistan in the near future.Although Afghan officials agreed to 

enhance border coordination between Pakistan and Afghanistan to impede the cross border 

movement of militants but ground realities depict altogether a different story. For instance, 

Abdul Wadood Afridi affiliated with Lashkar Islam of Mangal Bagh who has shifted to 

Afghanistan few months back from Khyber Agency to avoid the consequence of military 

operation against his group in Khyber Agency told FRC filed researcher Sailab Mahsud that 

most of the time Afghan forces do not stop them even on the main highway of Nangarhar. 

“We enter in to Pakistan regularly and mostly we cross the border into Khyber Agency from 

Afghanistan on foot. It’s impossible for the Pakistani government and army to close those hidden 

routes being used by us. During Pakistan military operation in Khyber Agency most of our 

fighters who belong to Zakha Khel tribe  joined Pakistan army for the purpose of spying against 

us, they knew us, and this is the reason we’ are not using main highways inside Pakistan”. 

Despite the intensive military operation which according to military sources has largely 

dismantled the militant organization operational in the area, militants belonging to TTP, JA and 

LI carried out 9 militant attacks in Takht Bag in Jamrud, Nari Baba and Karamana area of 

Landikotal tehsil, few areas of Bara tehsil and Shalman Gate of Frontier Constabulary Camp of 

the agency. 

IEDs and ambush were some of the tactics used by militants in the current quarter. On 4 

occasions militants opted for IED blast to pursue their cause of militancy in Nari Baba and 

Karamana area of Landikotal tehsil, few areas of Bara terhsil and FC camp of the agency. While 

a personal of levies forces was killed in a militant ambush on Takht Beg security check-post in 

Jamrud area of the agency. 

In an important security development during the outgoing quarter, the Sipah tribe formed an 80 

member peace forces to support the law enforcement agencies in promoting and ensuring 

sustainable peace and development in the agency.  

In the pretext of escalating militant activities in the agency, the security forces with the help of 

peace committees/civil militia are conducting search operations along with precise air strikes in 

Tirah valley and soft core approaches like de-radicalization of ex-combatants etc to ensure peace 

and stability in the area. A part from the 4 precise air strikes against in Tirah valley 6 search 

operations were conducted during the outgoing quarter. Majority of the search operations, during 

the fourth quarter were pro-active in nature as security forces on several occasion foiled the 

nefarious designs of terrorists and armed anti-state actor and recovered huge cache of arms and 

ammunitions from Bara tehsil, Jamrud tehsil and areas near Torkam border. Moreover, amid the 

growing discussion on mainstreaming through constitutional amendments, as a part of soft-core 

policies, on 25 December 2015, the governor Sardar Mehtab Abassi, announced 700 million 

development package for the area to revive business activities in the historic Bara bazaar of 

Khyber agency. 
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Orakzai Agency 

Orakzai agency remained peaceful during the fourth quarter from October to December of 2015, 

however, on 1 occasion militant attacked on military convey.  

Security Situation in Orakzai Agency 

  

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents  Killings Injuries  

Target killings 0 0 0 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 0 0 0 

on Military  1 0 4 

on Peace Lashkar 0 0 0 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shellings 0 0 0 

Guerilla Activities 0 0 0 

Kidnappings  0 0 0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups  0 0 0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 0 0 0 

Aerial Strikes 0 0 0 

Artillery Shellings 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 

Drone Attacks  0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 

TOTAL 1 0 4 

 

A total of 4 casualties occurred in the agency as a result of 1 militancy incidents in which 4 

personal of security forces were reportedly injured.  

Casualty Types Orakzai Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants   0 0  

Civilians   0  0 

Security Forces   0 4 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar  0  0 

Total  0 4 

Total Casualties   4 

 

There was nose dive in militancy incidents from October to December 2015. In present quarter, 

67 % less militancy and counter militancy incidents were recorded and also the number of 

casualties was also on the lower side, 66 % less than that of the previous quarter.  

Only one terrorist took place from October to December 2015 in which 4 security forces of 

Frontier Constabulary were injured when unknown militants opened fire at the in Khanwao 

Ghanda area near Pak-Afghan border in the agency. 

As part of counter terrorism strategy, several proactive search operations were conducted in the 

agency to avoid any untoward event of terrorism. In a search operation carried out in lower tehsil 

of Orakzai agency, security forces arrested, Muhammad Islam, a member of Tehreek-e-Taliban. 

While in another search operation, levies forces recovered a cab driver who was kidnapped by 

militants in lower Kurrum Agency. 

Though two military operation launched in the adjacent agencies ‐ Khyber 1&2  in Khyber 

Agency and Zarb‐e‐Azb in North Waziristan Agency ‐ remained potential threats for the 

sustainability peace in Orakzai agency but so far the impacts of these operations over the agency 

remained low. But the decline in militancy incidents in Orakzai agency doesn’t imply that the 

agency has been cleared off militant outfits. According to FRC sources militants to avoid 

military offense in North Waziristan and Khyber Agency have fled to safe heavens in the 

bordering areas of Orakzai Agency.  
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Kurram Agency 

Kurram Agency witnessed a surge in militancy and counter militancy incidents during the 

outgoing quarter, from October to December of 2015.  A total of 9militancy and counter 

militancy incidents were recorded, around 34 % higher the previous quarter. Out of the 9 

incidents, one was suicide blast, two were cross border attacks, 2 kidnappings and 4 were search 

operations militants while two were target killing. 

  

Security Situation in Kurram Agency 

  

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents Killing Injuries 

Target killings 0 0 0 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 1 26 70 

on Military  0 0 0 

on Peace Lashkar 0 0 0 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shellings 2 1 1 

Guerilla Activities 0 0 0 

Kidnappings  2 8 0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups  0 0 0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 4 0 0 

Aerial Strikes  0 0 0 

Artillery Shellings 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 

Drone Attacks  0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 

TOTAL 9 35 71 

 

Total of 106 casualties, including 34 dead and 71 injured, were resulted in 9 security related 

incidents.Civilians remained the main target of militants. In total 34 civilians were killed while 

71 others were critically injured. Compared to the previous quarter more the 78 more casualties 

were recorded in during the outgoing quarter from October to December of 2015. 

Casualty Types Kurram Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  0 0 

Civilians  35 71 

Security Forces  0 0 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar 0 0 

Total 35 71 

Total Casualties  106 

 

Although military operations in the past have largely dismantled militant networks in Kurram 

however, militants under the banner of TTP are operational in different areas of the Central and 

Lower Kurram agency. The areas remained turbulent during the current quarter of 2015 included 

Eidgah bazaar Parachinar of the agency.  

Militants opted for tactics of IED attack and cross border attacks to pursue their cause of 

militancy during the outgoing quarter. On two occasions militant based in the Afghanistan opted 

for cross border attacks in which 1 civilian was killed while 1 other sustained critical wounds. 

In another terrorist incident 26 civilian were killed while 71 other received injures when a bomb 

hidden in a bag ripped through a crowded Eidgah bazaar, mainly Shia inhabited area of the 
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agency. Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) 'international' wing, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi Al-Aalmi in an 

electronic message to FRC claimed the responsibility for the attack. 

In this context it is pertinent to mention here that Kurram is one of the most sensitive tribal areas 

as it borders three Afghan provinces and at one point was one of the key routes for militant 

movement across the border. Likewise, to avoid the consequence of military operation zarb-e-

azb in North Waziristan and Khyber 1&2 in Khyber Agency, militants have shifted to safer 

abodes in Upper Kurrum. For instance, Qari Saif Ullah a senior and an important commander of 

Hakimullah group is now a days is said to be based in Kurrum Agency. FRC sources reveal that 

they [Gillaman Group] have established distinct checkpoints in Thall side of Kurrum Agency 

along the border with Afghanistan and are checking vehicles and people coming from and going 

to Afghanistan. According to Qari Saifullah Mehsud, his men have caught three Punjabi 

passengers from a vehicle going to Afghanistan and were hanged by his group suspecting them 

to be spies of Pakistani intelligence agencies. “We would soon provide the names of the hanged 

punjabis to the journalists of FATA to confirm our claim”.  

Likewise, the head of TTP Kurrum Agency Daulat Khan is said to be very close to ISIS and it is 

believed that he is no more with TTP and now a day he represent ISIS in the Agency increases 

the chances that Gillaman Mahsud may make an alliance with Daulat Khan of ISIS which would 

be beneficial for both commanders and this would strengthen both groups in Kurrum Agency.If 

an alliance between Gillaman and Daulat khan is made in Kurrum Agency then there are chances 

that Shia Sunni clashes may again erupt in the said Agency.  Sectarian conflict in the past like 

the five years long violent sectarian conflict from 2007 to 2012 left thousands of people killed 

from both sides and was ended after the Murree accord between the leaders of the two sects in 

2012 in Murree. 

North Waziristan Agency 

North Waziristan Agency, where intensive operation “Zarb-e-Azb” against militant outfits is in 

its final stage, after remaining turbulent for the past few years witnessed comparatively peaceful 

epoch from October to December of 2015. A nose dive in militancy incidents was witnessed as 

no incidents of militancy was recorded compared to 10 terrorist incidents in the previous quarter 

of 2015. However,3 counter militancy incidents were carried out against militants. 

  

Security Situation in North Waziristan Agency 

  

Fourth Quarter 2015  

Nature of Attacks Incidents Killings Injuries 

Target killings  0  0  0 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians  0  0  0 

on Military   0  0  0 

on Peace Lashkar  0  0  0 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shellings  0  0  0 

Guerilla Activities  0  0  0 

Kidnappings   0  0  0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups   0  0  0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations  0  0  0 

Aerial Strikes 3 62  0 

Artillery Shellings  0  0  0 

Curfews  0  0  0 

Drone Attacks   0  0  0 

Lashkar Operations 0   0  0 

TOTAL 3 62 0  

3 counter militancy incidents resulted in 62 casualties. Reportedly out of the total causalities, 62 

were militants killed in counter militancy measures in the Agency during the fourth quarter. 
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Casualty Types NWA Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  62 0 

Civilians  0 0 

Security Forces  0 0 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar 0 0 

Total 62 0 

Total Casualties  62 

During the outgoing quarter, areas in Shawal valley, along the Afghan border remained 

turbulent. 

To counter the militants hiding in Shawal Valley3 aerial strikes against militants were carried out 

in Shawal tehsil in which 62 militants were killed and 19 others got injured while huge caches of 

arms and ammunition were destroyed in aerial strikes. 

According to military sources, majority of the area in North Waziristan have been cleared off 

from both local and foreign militants and ground offense against militants in Shawal valley is 

described as the as a final clearing of the militants’ last hideouts in the valley. 

In the wake of intensive military operations i.e. Zarb-e-Azab in North Waziristan and South 

Waziristan agencies and Khyber 1&2 in Khyber Agency, militant groups like Tehreek-e-Taliban 

Pakistan (TTP), Mahsud Taliban, Lashkar e Islam, Jamaat ul Ahrar, Al Qaida,Turkistan Islamic 

Party(TIP), Islamic Movement of Uzbakistan shifted to safe heavens in Khost, Paktika, Paktiya 

and Nangarhar provinces of Afghanistan. According to FRC field researcher the Pakistani 

militants who have fled to Afghanistan are not only welcomed in Afghanistan but Afghan 

government is helping them in regrouping and re-establishing their networks, which may trigger 

a massive wave of terrorist attacks in Pakistan in the near future. 

South Waziristan Agency 

South Waziristan witnessed relatively calmer epoch during the outgoing quarter of 2015. There 

was a sharp decline in militancy incidents. A total of 3 militancy and counter militancy related 

incidents were recorded in the outgoing quarter almost 67 % less than that of the previous quarter 

from July to September of 2015. Out of the total terrorist incidents, 1 incident wasIED blast; one 

was cross border attack and one search operation against militants.  

  

Security Situation in South Waziristan Agency 

  

Fourth Quarter 2015 

Nature of Attacks Incidents Killings Injuries 

Target killings 0 0 0 

Terrorist Attacks 

on Civilians 0 0 0 

on Military  1 7 0 

on Peace Lashkar 0 0 0 

Cross Border Attacks  
Shellings 1 0 0 

Guerilla Activities 0 0 0 

Kidnappings  0 0 0 

Clashes Between Militant Groups  0 0 0 

Military Operation  

Search Operations 1 7 0 

Aerial Strikes 0 0 0 

Artillery Shellings 0 0 0 

Curfews 0 0 0 

Drone Attacks  0 0 0 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0 

TOTAL 3 14 0 

 

According to the table given below 14 casualties, 40 killed and 21 injured were recorded in 3 

terrorist incidents during the past three months from October to December 2015. 7militants were 
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killed during a search operation while 7 security personal lost their lives in an IED attack carried 

out by militants. 

Casualty Types SWA Agency Fourth Quarter  2015 Killed Injured 

Militants  7 0  

Civilians   0  0 

Security Forces  7  0 

Peace Forces/ Aman Lashkar  0  0 

Total 14  0 

Total Casualties  14  

 

The areas remained disturbed militancy wise in from July to September in South Waziristan 

included Toorwam village in Sarwakai area, Angoor Adda, Ziaratzai and Tormandai.  

Security forces remained the main target of militants. On 3 occasions militants target security 

forces through IED attack and cross border attacks; resultantly killing 7 security forces during 

the outgoing quarter.  

The intensive military operation against militants initiated in the first quarter of the year 2015, 

has largely dismantled the militant network operational in Mehsud inhabited areas, once used to 

be the sanctuary and strong hold of militants, yet militants in pockets are carrying out terrorist 

activities against security forces. Mehsud Taliban i.e. Shehryar Mehsud Group and Khan Said 

Sajna Groupwere intensively targeted through precise air strikes and consequent ground 

operation, forcing them to flee the area. According to FRC sources, to avoid the military 

operation, Shehyar Mehsud, the current head of Mehsud Taliban and Khan Said group, Splinter 

group of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, both have fled the area and are taking refuge in unknown 

location in the adjacent Patkiya province of Afghanistan.  

In the context it is pertinent to mention here that before the onset of intensive military 

operations“Zarb-e-Azb and Khyber 1&2”, Hakimullah Mahsud Group used to generate huge 

amount of money through extortions and kidnapping for ransom of rich businessmen , 

government employees and NGO workers from distinct areas of FATA, Kyberpakhtunkhwa, 

Karachi and Baluchistan province. The group used to abduct people from the above mentioned 

areas and bring them to Mir Ali or Miranshah towns of North Waziristan Agency where the 

group had established safe houses for keeping the kidnapped victims. However, thanks to the 

employment of hardcore approaches on part of the incumbent government, particularly after the 

initiation of military operations in South and North Waziristan had tightened the noose around 

the militant networks operational in the area. The intensive use of Kinetic force has not only 

denied them [Hakimullah Group] of their bases and safe houses coercing majority of them to 

shift to relatively safer abodes inside Afghanistan but has also denied them from the only and 

vital tool for generating economic resources for the group i.e. extortions and abduction for 

ransom. 

Moreover, according to Field Researcher divisions and disputes are on the rise in Hakimullah 

group of South Waziristan Agency. The differences in the group are said to have started since the 

past six months due to the group future policies regarding joining hands with ISIS or keep its 

independent status. Hakimullah group has a soft corner for ISIS and they do cooperate with ISIS 

militants but so far they have not announced merging their group with ISIS due to some 

unknown reasons. Another reason for the widening rift among the different commanders of the 

notorious group is shortage of cash to cope up with the escalating operational expenses of the 

group. 
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According to Qari Saifullah, senior and important commander of Hakimullah Group, who is 

currently based in Kurrum Agency s“Sheryar is a weak and incompetent commander and he is 

not fit to head the group anymore. Our group is facing problems and has lost its sanctuaries in 

the twin agencies of Waziristan and Sheryar Mahsud is sitting silently in Kabul”. However, he 

didn’t mention why Sheryar Mahsud in Kabul and what business he has there. Likewise, Shaker 

Mahsud, Ghalib Mahsud, Haji Dawood, Hazratullah Mahsud and Qari Saifullah are following 

their own agendas and they are virtually independent in their decision making. In fact, they 

[Commanders of Hakeemullah Group] are making their own alliances in the areas under their 

control as all the above mentioned commanders have their own followers in their respective 

groups and are also responsible for generating economic resources to cope up with the 

operational expanse their groups. 
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Chapter 4  

Conclusion 

The Fourth Quarter of the year 2015 marked a significant decline in terrorism related incidents in 

the tribal areas of FATA. In total, 44 militancy and counter militancy incidents were recorded 

from all the seven agencies of FATA in the year 2015. However, militant violence declined by 

35 % compared to the previous quarter from July to September of the same year. Out of the total 

incidents 2 were target killing; 4 incidents were militant attacks on civilians, 6 incidents were 

militants ambush on military and 6 incidents were militant attack on member peace committee. 

A total of 5 cross-border attacks were carried out by militants belonging to the Tehreek-e-

Taliban and ISIS, who are stationed in the Afghan border areas. Similarly, 2 incidents of 

kidnapping for ransom were recorded from different areas of FATA. 
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